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The Belgrade Stock Exchange and the Vienna Stock Exchange, member of the CEE Stock Exchange Group 
(CEESEG AG), signed the Cooperation Agreement in the field of dissemination of market data of the Belgrade 
SE. Starting today, data vendors can subscribe to the Belgrade SE market data via the Vienna SE, as well. In 
addition to exchanges of the CEE Stock Exchange Group (Vienna, Budapest, Ljubljana and Prague) and the 
stock exchanges of Bucharest, Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Macedonia, the Belgrade SE has become a part of the 
alliance of the CEE stock exchanges which distribute market data via the Vienna SE. The Vienna SE, as data 
hub of this group, currently has 250  information providers as customers.  
 
The stock exchanges of Vienna and Belgrade have been working together since 2007. The Serbian Traded 
Index (SRX) launched in 2007 includes the largest and most liquid stocks of the Belgrade Stock Exchange. 
“Our cooperation with the Belgrade Stock Exchange illustrates how two stock exchanges – without mergers or 
acquisitions – can work and grow together,” stressed Heinrich Schaller, member of the management board of 
Wiener Börse AG and of the CEE Stock Exchange Group, explaining the strategic background of the coopera-
tion. "It also gives the Belgrade Stock Exchange access to the international customer structure and modern 
technical infrastructure of the Vienna Stock Exchange for its own data dissemination,” added Mr. Heinrich 
Schaller. “This Agreement is a confirmation of good relations  between the two  stock exchanges for 
many years now and a step forward in the efforts of the Belgrade SE to increase its  visibility and presence in 
the international investment arena“, said Gordana Dostanić, the CEO of the Belgrade SE. 
 


